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 Abstract 
               The propagation of sound emitted from aperiodic aswell as an impulsive 
         point source, and reflected and refracted at the surface and at the bottomofthe 
         ocean ofuniform depth overlying a semi-infinite elastic solid, isinvestigatedwave-
         theoretically. The branch line integrals representing he respectiveIA  aves are
         evaluated  byvarious methods, and the results are compared each other andthe
         physical significances ar  discussed. 
1 Introduction 
   The normal mode propagation of sound from a point source ina liquid layer overlying 
a semi-infinite elastic solid was investigated by F. PRESS and M. EWING (1950), the theory 
of C. L. PEKERIS (1948) for the two or three liquid layers being extended. As is well known, 
their solutions consist of the integrals around the poles and branch lines. The poles 
correspond to the normal mode propagation, a d the branch lines correspond to the reflected 
and refracted waves. C. B. OFFICER (1953) evaluated the branch line integrals for the case 
treated by  PEKERIS and the theoretical results were verified experimentally. 
   In the present paper, the authors intend to evaluate hebranch line integrals for the 
case treated  by PRESS and EWING, and investigate the propagation of sound from a point 
source inthe ocean of uniform depth overlying a semi-infinite elastic solid, which is reflected 
at the surface ofthe ocean or reflected and refracted atthe bottom of the ocean, apart from 
the waves of the normal mode propagation. Some of the integrals contained in the theory 
are reduced tothose treated already inour previous paper (HONDA and NAKAMURA, 1953, 
hereafter being referred toas (H. N.)), which dealt with the sea of infinite depth overlying 
the solid bottom. Various methods of evaluation of the integrals are employed, and 
their esults are compared ach other, and their  physical significances arediscussed. 
    In the recent seismic refraction measurement of the oceans carried by e.g. OFFICER et
 al. (1952) and  EWING et  al. (1954), the sound waves reflected and refracted at the sea 
bottom are treated besides those of the normal mode propagation. 
2 Theory 
   Let us consider the system consisting of a liquid layer of thickness H, density  p', 
compressional  w ve  velocity  v1 and incompressibility  x1, overlying a semi-infinite elastic 
solid of density  p2, compressional w ve velocity  v,,i„ distortional wave velocity  v,,s, and 
 LAA,i's constants  X,,  ti,. The x and y axes are taken in the surface of the liquid layer 
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and the z axis is directed vertically downward. 
Putting  r=  V/X2-4-  V2  , the radial and vertical corn- h 
ponents  of displacement are d oted by(SrandSourceWater 
respectively. When the periodic compressional (1) r 
waves are supposed to be emitted from a point              r1 
                                  /(2)V source  (r  =0,  z,--h) in the liquid layer, the displace -                                                                Solidbottom 
                                                                                       / ment potential  4 at a point (r, z),  hzH  , in the 
liquid layer is expressed as  following, after PRESS 
                                                                                     Fiff andEWING.  
 c,'  = 2 exp  (iwt)•CcoJ(kr) kdk sin (VII 
 0 
         Pi614,77, sin  (H z) —r4k'—(2 k2— ("2)21 cos (II--z) 
  x  P2  *V2.,,- gV2,s"             P'6)4 417sin—  [4k2 (2 k'2 )COS 
 P2 v2,v2, 
    6024.02           —k2772k2—k2--.(2) 
       V12V2 ,p2V2,s2 
   The real part of  77 and should be positive as the displacement potentials are supposed 
to be represented asfollowing. 
 y51 =  A  sin  (Ez)  Jo  (kr)  , 0  z  h  ,
 (frt [Bsin  (z)  +C cos  (  z)]  j, (kr)  , h  c z  H  , 
 4)2  D  exp  (-77z)  J0  (kr)  , =  E  exp  J0  (kr)  , z  . 
   The potential  (hi for a point for which  0zh is obtained by interchanging  h and  z
in (1) with z and  It respectively. 
   Let us put 
 i  [4 k2  (2  k'  — fil2 )21+P"(')•4 
           K —   _  v2,2  P2  v2,4                                             (3) 4  k'  —  (2k2—  ro2  )21  , 
                                          v2,s2-P2v2,s4 
and assume that (1) can be transformed as following, after PEKERIS' transformation for 
the case of two liquid  layers. 
 +  K  exp  (H  —  z)]   — 2 exp  (iNi)  
oJo (kr) kdkexp ( —*)  1  -1-K exp ( —i2H 
     exp  (iwt) c:k.j(kr)dk7-(exp(z hrjexp(z11)110L 
 +K  -(exp  (2  H—h—z)]—exp[—i  (2  11-1-h—z)]  —exp  [—  (2  H  —  +z)] 
   +exp (2 I-I+10 +K3   . (4) 
As 
  exp (iwt)J„(kr)kdk{7.xp [—(z —hil—exp [—I(z+h)11,z —h > 0, Im< 0. 
      o7E 
            exp  (iwt)r  exp (—exp (— ik1R2) 
             J (5)         R,R,
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 k, =  0,1v,  R1  i/r2  (z-11)2 R2 =r2(z+h)2 
                        the two terms in the first bracket of (4) represent hedirect 
                         wave and the one reflected at the surface which are shown 
///
//////inFig. 2. The imaginary part ofmust benegative.                             The displac ment components of these waves  8R, and 
       Fig.  2,  rSR2 in the directions  in which they are propagated respec-
                          tively, are 
 =  iki  exp  (—ik,R,)/R,—  exp  , 
             }  
  = ik,exp  (—ik1R)/R2+exp (—ik,R2)/R,2.(6) 
   The time factor exp  (iwt) is here and often  hereafter  temporarily omitted. 
   Now we will investigate the integrals of the four terms in the second bracket of (4), 
multiplied by K. They are expressed by 
             =ejo (kr)kK exp  (—i (7) 
 84-1,  21-  2  I/  —h—z,  82  -  -1  ,  z,  211+h—z, 
 8,  -1,  23-  2  H-11+2  ,  E1= 1,  x4  -2H  d-h+z 
The corresponding displacement components are 
 8,  —  4)8 = "(8)               a a  z- • 
The integrand  of (7)  have the poles and three branch points  k1=50/v1,  fe2,p—w/v2,/, and 
         and the integral (7) can  be expressed as the sum of the residues of the integral
and the the integrals  aloug the branch lines. It will become clear that the branch line 
integrals of (7) represent he waves reflected mice from the bottom. The terms containing 
 K'' in (4) may  represent he waves reflected n-times from the bottom, and may  be treated 
similarly as in our present paper. Let us  assume that  X2 =1t2, i.e. v2.p•---A/3  v „5,  and v,<v„,. 
Supposing that  k and  w to  he complex quantities, and putting 
              k  k1 sin  7c,) cos a' =  y, (9) 
 721/v2,p  n  ,  P2/1)1=  , (10) 
we can express K as follows. 
          ;(3;22-2+272)2+4  (1—y2)-1/y2+N2-1 1/72-1-3n2-19n4vy2+ n2_1 K,• 
          [(3n2—2 +272)2-1- 4  (1  —1,2)  .t/y2+  n2___  1,/y2  3n2  1  1+  9;14  vry2+  „2_1  • 
                                             (11) 
 (11) is nothing but A (y) in our previous  paper  (IT. N. 9). 
   Using the formula of  Ilessel function 
 1  j  27r 
                       J (z) = --„- •  \                           oexp (— izcos(p)it
 (7) can  be transformed as following. 
      ik
7r o 2Co/2+i7.,  (f)A (7) exp [— k(r sinwccs cc)+ z; ccsa))] sin71:,, 
 2 
                                               (12)
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 6=8.—aC6(13)                           ar'az' 
   Each term of (13) is the same  a.s (H. N. 15) except  some slight modifications as  con-
tamed in  E, and 
3 The Evaluation of the Branch Line Integrals 
   As the normal mode propagation corresponding to the poles of the  integrand of (1) 
has been investigated by PRESS and  EWING  , we will ignore the poles of (7) or  (12) in the 
present calculation and treat only the branch line integrals. The wave length of the sound 
concerned is assumed to be very small compared with the thickness of the liquid layer. 
   The methods hitherto applied by many authors to the evaluation of the branch line 
integrals of the integrals of the type (7) or (12), may be classified into following three kinds. 
     (a) H. LAMB (1904), H. JEFFREYS (1926), K. SEZAWA and G. NISHIMURA(1931), 
        SEZAWA (1935), PEKERIS (1948) and  OFFICER (1953) evaluated the branch 
         line integrals around the branch cuts drawn parallel to the imaginary axis.
     (b) SOMMERFELD (1909), JEFFREYS (1931), SEZAWA and K. KANAI  (1935), C. Y.  Fu. 
         (1947), E. R.  LAPWOOP (1949) and M. NEWLANDS (1952) evaluated the branch 
         line integrals around the branch cuts along which the real parts of the two-
          valued functions vanish respectively. 
     (c) H. NAKANO (1925), T. SAKAI (1934-5), SAKAI and S.  SYON0 (1934-5), Y. 
 SATO (1952), HONDA and NAKAMURA (1953), Y. NOMURA (1954) evaluatedthe 
         branch line integrals by the use of the method of the steepest descent. 
   It may not be sure that  the branch line integrals obtained by the method  (u) or  (ii) 
provide the best approximations to the true values. Moreover, these methods allow the 
evaluation possible only for the points which are  very far from the origin.  Theoretically, the 
method (c) may give the best approximations applicable for the points which are near to as 
well as distant from the origin, and also give certain minimum distances beyond which some 
 part  icular waves first appear. As these three methods have been used and may still be used 
to solve various problems in seismology, it may be of some interest at this opportunity 
to compare ach other the results of the evaluation by these methods of the branch line 
integrals of the integrals of the type (7) or its transformed one (12). 
[i].  We will evaluate the branch line integral of 
 J, (kr)  kd.k  Kexp  (--iEz,) (14) 
by the method (a). The motion is supposed to vary as exp  (iwt). When we assume that 
the media are very slightly absorptive,  k1, and  k,,, become complex quantities with 
very small negative imaginary parts, and they approach the real axis from the fourth 
quadrant in the complex k-plane in the limiting case. The branch cuts are drawn from 
these branch points parallel to the negative imaginary axis, it being expected that the 
divergent waves may be obtained. 
   Substituting  2Jo(kr)=II„,"'(kr)±H02)(kr) in (14), where  1-10"' and  H„") are Hankel's 
functions of the first and second kinds respectively, let us integrate the  term containing 
 Ho  `1' along the path  L, and the one containing  Ho"' along the path  L, in Fig. 3.  L, and
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 L2 contain the  arcs of a great circle with the center 
                             at the origin respectively, and  11,'" vanishes in the
                             first quadrant and  H  a121 in the fourth quadrant on the
 L,  arcs of the circle, and the integral along the positive 
                             imaginary axis cancels with that along the negative
                              imaginary axis, since  o'n(ig)=  -H  „'21(-ig). The
                             branch line integrals of (14) are respresented as the
                              sum of three integrals along the loops  U„  r,,,,, and
 k2,  k2.g  k1  1'2,, around the branch points k1,  k,,p and  k,., res-t:  jpectiv ly. He ce we ve 
                                               4)1-2.p+/2,s+/,(15) 
 [Fpris 1 
                    [2,i                                        rHo(2)(kr_k.Sk Kexp A21, 
 L2  1 C I  
                                           211-2,5'11- 2
 (I  ,,p).  I  ,,t, can be expressed as follows. 
                                                 1—12).7r,  kdk  1
2P =iP[K 
         Fig. 3.  k-plane. 
 -K( ,  -77,01  exp  (  -iEz„) . (16) 
 When r is assumed to be very large, the greater part of the value of the integral (16) 
is given approximately b the integral in the neighbourhood f the branch point  k2,1,, since 
 Hi,")(kr) vanishes exponentially for large negative imaginary value of its  argument. 
Assuming  r,  T being small, we can put approximately 
         I/2 7 k2,p t xi) —1  4 - 1 V 1/k12-k2,/,' 
                                                      •7T H„121 (kr)\.7r k exp  (- ik2,t, r +1 -Tr),                         ,,r
 .4  1/2  zk2.t,  k2.,1  K  .m  (2k2,1;2-k2.,2121/k,2_ k,,p  eNP(-1  ) 
 Since S010  exp  (-7  r)  d  v'n/2r3/2,  we  have 
 2k,,,1  1 
      2.p-----exp( ik2.:,r-A/ k,2zi)  (17)                  m(k,2 -k,,,,2) (21??..p2-k2.,2)2 
 8  in 
              m (1n2) kr2 CN  p- ik, R, (n sin(1+-1/1-n2 c:, (18)             -, 
where  r  =  R,  sin  0  ,  z,  —  R,  cos  0  ,  RI  -  i/r2+2,2 
 The  displacement  components  are 
                                  2 
 — 
r  a18n 
 - -
m (1—it2)expFL.--ih,  R,  (n sin 0 +- n2 cos09)] ,                    (19)
 a  Li  z,  18  n  1 exp  [—  /kik,  (n  sin  0+  1/1  —n2  cos0)].  3z,  t,3  z  m.Vl  —  r2
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 (40-•k 2= 12roHIol2likr\k.dk[Llc77,c-,                                      )K— exp  (—i  ezi). (20)       IS 
Putting  k=k2,s—i7, as before, we have 
     K (e, 7 , —K 7/, 
 i  161_/2  ml/k,,, Vie]—k2.,' (k2 ,'—k2,t2,2)exp(_i7:„ , (21) 
                                                                                                                                                                                     . 
                    (iMVki2—k2,52+ k,,s2—k2,02k2,, 
 i  8m   (k2,s2—  k2,p2)                                                   ik,,, r —-1/ kis —k,,s2 xi) (22)         Wk2„2  — k2,1,2+int/k2)21?,,s r2  exp (  
i  16  mn2   1  — expn+3  n2  COS  0)+ice3111, (23)  [m2  (1 —3 n2)+2 n21r2 
=
                            tanoc3 
                      21/2mn1/1  —3 n2(24) 
 m2(1-3  n2)  —2  n2 
              3tt2)               16rnn,+2n21
          2 1   8
r•sr 
        [m2(12  exp [R1(1/3n+ 1/1 — 3n2 COS 0)+i ail 
                                              (25)16  mn  —3n2  1  
       V3 [m2(1-3 n2)+2 n2] Y2exp  [—ik1R1 (1/3  n+  v-1  —  3n2  cos 0) +ioc3]. 
 (11) I  C—icCH."(2)(kr\kd.kK()  exp(—i2K71'T)exp (i2'J]. 
                                              (26) 
   Putting k =  k1—i7,  =—  i/2  k, exp  (i—74—)  V-T, we have 
 K (e,0K (--E,n, -V2 
 [-exp ( exp (i i)j—-.cos(VI 2 kZ1 /7 )•                                                  1/tki1/7 
                                             (27)
Since exP r)ccS (1/2 ik,z1-1/47)  d  T71-exp(  —ik2z12 , we have  0vTr  
 I,  —  exp  [ —ikir  (1+ #2) 1(28) 
                r 
 iki   exp  [  —ik,  r  (1+  2"1:2  )1, 
                         } (29)                 az, =  —ikt2.2-exp—r(1 +2z1r22)1• 
 [ii]. We will evaluate the branch line integrals of the same integral (14), by the method (b). 
Putting ie=  v  k2—k12  , (14) can be expressed as following. 
 95 =  Jo (kr) F  kdk , (30) 
           F  =  exp  (—cc  z1)  rn  oc  [4  le  n  —  (2  k2  —  k  2,82)2] +  k2,s4  (31)
 M  1.[4  k2  •."—  (2k2  —k2,s2)2] 
where  Re(cc)>O,  Re(71)>0,  Re(0>0. 
   When we assume that the media are very slightly absorptive, the branch points  k1,
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 k,.t, and  k  2,, are shifted very slightly into the fourth quadrant. Let us consider that the 
branch cuts are given by  Re(a)  =0,  Re(n)=0 and  Re(n=0 respectively. We assume that 
 Re(1)>O,  Re(n)>0 and  Re(')  >0 on the complex plane concerned. Writing  k=x+iy, 
 Re(n)=0 e.g. implies that,  8 being very small, 
 x  v  —  k2,1, ,  x2—  y2   2 (32) 
                                 and the cut from the branch point  (k2,p,— iE) 
 1_11  -t1 must be a part of a hyperbola approaching    • •  1,2p  k2.,  k, indefinitely the axes as asymptotes. Similar 
 rfs 1                                 relations hold for the cuts from  is) and 
                                 (k1,-- is). Let  r  T2,, and  r, be the loops 
                               lying very closely to the cuts  Re(77)  =0,  Re(-)=0
                                 and  Re(a)=0 respectively, as are illustratedin
                                 Fig. 4. The branch line integrals of  cf) are repre-
                                sented as following, similarly as in the case(i). 
           Fig. 4. k-plane. 
 =  1-  I  i  , (33) 
 I2f=    r,12)  (kr) F  kdk,_- 2.1f ri  .(34)  p11S 
 (I  2,35).  We can put  n=iT on the left side of the cut  Re(7?)=0, and  77=—i7 on the right 
side, T being real and positive, as shown e.g. by Lapwood. Since 
                                 k  Ma"' (kr)(kr)  kdk  = 
                               rd(kr) 
and  Ho(' (kr) vanishes for large negative  imaginary value of its argument, we obtain by 
integration by parts 
                      1d11„") (kr)  dF   d  T      I
,kdk (35)                   'P2 r rz.p  d (kr)  d  T  dk 
Asd1-10")(kr()kr)12                  kr exp(—ikr—i 4 'r being very large, and d7r 
                  k2—k2,P272 d  T k
T ' 
we have 
              ex      p z: k 
 d  T 
                                    T 
    I2'3,  dk exp (—ikr) —d—F      1/ 2r r--. 
       "PkIT 
       —i T,T,. 
 1/2 r  r7-=°T 
 Putting' we have  
i  --"=  i/k2—k2,p2 =  v  k+k,,p  v  t  
t  =0 corresponding to T=0, and
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    j_ "13_kdt        2,p—_ exp (—ik,,rr-Firt) —-F(7,, 
               1/2r  r f=0 -1/k+k,,i,^ td 
                                                    (36)
          When f(t) is assumed to be finite and continuous and r to be very large, we have 
          approximately 
                   (t)(itr)_f (0)vexp—f (t)  exp (itr)  0 -v t\4 , 
          And since 
 dd_ {1,7  ex,  I —F  (m,  T, 4ik,,s4exP(—i kk2.p2zi)(37)                                                           M(le/2-424,2)(2 , ..,2)2 
          we have 
                               2ik2,pk 2,4          I
2,p — - exp (Y—1-1/k. (38)                          m (k
12—k2.p2) ( k2,p2 —k2,,2)2Y2 
            (38) is the same as (17). 
 (4,). We can put  ----iT on the left side of the branch cut  Re(-)  —0,  and  •  ---iT on the 
          right side,  T being real and positive. 
              In this case, since 
          [ 16 im (k2  {F  (00,i,r)  _F  (ac,n,,27hp2)expk2,2 ZO_  "JT0[i/k 2,2in V                                                                            +/k12 k2,s212k2,s2
                                                     (39)
          we have 
 12, i  8  m (k2,,2—k2,p2)1                                                       exp(—ik,,.,r—I 1/ki2Z1), (40)                      I-t/k2,s2+im ki2—k22112 k  2,, r2 
         which is the same as (22). 
 (Ti).  It r= 00(-7dT)\rrri/2 
                                                          1 
                                     ,k_,r2exp(—irvki2_ T2  +17:1)F(i (41) 
              exp (•                1
1/24 )1                  .*0(k12 Ty/ 4  expirk12 T  Z1) F1 
       r
              exp7t) 
                                 .-'d7                                                exp(—ir1/k12_,2+iTZ, z,),(42)                         -1/2 77" r 0  (k12 —,r2)1/ 4 
                  iTm [4 k2'Tit"—(2 k2 — k,,,2) 21 +k,4 77  iTmk2r/—(2k2— k2,s2)21     F,—  's   -   
                  iTm[4 k2— (2 k2—k,,,2)2]-'—iTm[4 k2'q"—  (2k2—k2,,  2)  21  ±k2,s372 
             The  integrand of the first integral of (42) has a point of stationary phase at To=ziki/Ri, 
 (R1=  1/1,2-hz12 ), but that of the second integral has none on the path of integration. We 
          can evaluate the integral at the point of stationary phase by the following formula 
a
                      (x) expf(x)} dx\/1 f27r(X0) I(p(x o)exp [i1 (A0) 0) ± 7t       "  '
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where  p(x) changes lowly compared with exp  (2f(x)), and  (.vo)  =0, and  --1-7/./4 correspond 
to  f"  (x0).Z0 respectively. 
   Putting  1(T)  -  (r  /k,2  —72  +T  Zi)  =  R,  sin  0  ,  z  R,  cos  0  , 
we have  To  k,z,/R,  ,  f  (To)  =  —  k,  R.  ,  f'  (To)  =  0  , 
 f"  (Ta)  =  R,31k,r2 >  0  ,
 (71),_70  kt  Vrsin2  0— =  kl  Vsin2  0  —3n2  ,  (7-12,1,  /3  712,^)   
 To  ki  COS  0 , (k)27_To= k12 sin' 0 . 
Hence we get 
 m  cos  0  [(3  n'  —2  sin-20)2-4  sin'  0  Vsin2  0  —0  V'stn2  0  —3  n2]  +1  9  rt4-1/in2  0—n' 
       m  cos  0  [(3  n2  —2  sin20)2-4  sin'  0  A/  sin2  0  —  n2  1/sin2  0—3  n2]-1  9  n41/sin2—n2 
 exp  (i  2133)  , (43) 
                     9  n4  v'sin2  0—  n2  
  ta, —  _(44)        n 0                 m cos0 [(3n2— 2 sin20)2— 4sin20Vsin2 0 — n2i/sin2 0— 3 n2 
                           1  and,R- exp (12(33) exp (k, Ri) , (45) 
 „ 
                  8,,= —ik,sin 0 exp (12texP (— ik, Ri)-,  R
, 1  (46) 
 ikicos  0  exp  (i  2  0) exp ( —Rik,  R1) 
 [iii].  From  a  term  of  (12)  corrsponding  to  (14),  we  have  (H.  N.  16) 
      _ik120/2-Fiz                 sin  w  A (y)11111) (k,r sin w) exp  (  —1k,  z,cos w)sin wdw 
          23,r/ 2 — ioo                                                (47)
      _k,2_ Cv/2-Fic°  cos  w  A (y) Ho")  (k,  r  sin  w)  exp  (—ik,  z,  cos  w) sin wdw  .        702— kr 
    When r is very large compared with the wave length, each one of the integrands of
 (47) is transformed so as to have a factor exp  [—ik,R, cos  (w+0)] as following, where 
 R, sin  0=r and  R, cos  0=z,. 
    =  k,3/2 exp 4-)1(/2-Ei(sinw)3/2 A (y) exp  [—ik,R,  cos  (w+0)]dw,      1/27r r—ir/2—ioo                                               (48) 
       k 3/2   8, — exp —)C11121-i°°COSW (sin w)1/2A (y)exp [ —ikiRicos(w+0)]dw.      -1/2r—7r/2—ice 
    When r is small, the formulae similar to (H. N. 17) should be used in place of (48). 
The results of the evaluation of the branch line integrals of the integrals of the type 
 (47) have been given in (H. N.). Now, we will  make some additional discussions on the 
method adopted therein, and compare the results with those obtained by the methods 
(a) and (b). 
    As in (H. N.), the displacement potentials are assumed at first to be proportional to
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exp exp  (—ik,z,  -1/  7-2+.0__1) and exp  (—ik,z,  y2+3/0_1 ), the imaginary 
parts of  y,voly1/  2_1 and  .1/  y2+3112  --1 must be negative,  zi being positive real 
quantity. 
   The integrands of (48) contain two-valued functions  Xp=  -1/  ;)-1-7/2-j and  x.,— 
 1/72+3„2__i , and their branch points are given by y---±  -1/1-122 and  +  v"1--3n2 
where n is smaller than  1/V3 , as it is assumed that  v„<v,,, and  -v2,1,--  v'3  They lie 
at B  (-7-112+b), B'  . and C  (-7r/2+c), C'  (--z/2—c), .. on the real axis 
 (a) 
 B'  C' C B           V/// 
  7r.7tIP7t.  k x      --2-Z/2 B ,  /  f  77/2 
                Fig. 5. w-plane.                                         (b) 
of the  7c-plane, where sin  b=  v"  1  —n2  ,  and 
sin c=  1/1-3n2 ,  (Fig. 5). The lines along  -  74/2  B  7r/2 
which  Re(x)=0 are shown by the solid 
lines, and the lines  along which  im(X1,)--0 
by the broken lines in Fig.  6a.  When we Fig. 6. w-plane. 
assume that  Re(X) >0 on the plane, then it 
can be shown that  /m(xi,) >0 in the hatched regions and  hn(xp)<0 in the other regions in 
Fig.  6a. If we suppose that the solid  medium is very slightly absorptive, we can put 
 n—no---iE,  8 being very small positive quantity, and the branch point B is displaced by 
 EN-1_  „02 parallel to the positive imaginary axis on the  ic-plane. The line along which 
 Re(Ap)=0 and passing through B is given approximately by 
 sin  x  cos  x  sinhy  coshy  —  no  E , (w  — x+iy) 
                                              (49)
 cos°  x  cosh°  y—  sin'  x  sinh2y  <  1  —  no°  .
The lines along which  Re(Xp)=0 on the  a-plane, are shown by the solid lines and those along 
which  Irn(X.p)-0 by the broken lines in Fig.  6b, They approach indefinitely those 
shown in Fig.  6a in the limiting case when E tends to zero. The similar  relations hold with 
respect o  X,. 
   As theintegrands of (48) contain two-valued functions  X and  X„ four-leaved Riemann 
surface is needed for their representation. The branch cuts, along which the four leaves 
coalesce, are given by  Re(Xj,)=0 and  Re(As)=0. To draw the cuts in this way, is more 
reasonable and comprehensible than to connect he branch points each other as is stated 
in (H. N.), although the results of the evaluation of the branch  lines remain of course the 
same. Corresponding to the four possible combinations of the signs of  Re(xt.) and  Re(X,), 
we define the sheets I, II, III and  IV so that on which to be  [Re(Xi.,)<O,  Rc(xs)  >01, 
 iRe(Xp)>O,  Re(X,)>0],  FRe(X1,) >0,  Rc(X,)<0-), and  [Re(X,  )<O,  Re(X,) <0] respectively. 
When the integrals (47) are transformed once to (48) so as to have a factor exp  [—ik,R, 
 x  cos  (a.)-1-0)], then the signs of and  A; contained in A (y)  in the integrands of (48) have
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no effects on the convergency of the integrals. And the path of integration can he shifted on 
any sheet of the Riemann surface, as far as the factor exp  [—ik,R„ cos  (w  +  0); vanishes 
along the path at large distance from the origin. The regions in which  imicos  (w+0)]<0 
or exp  [—ik,R, cos  (w+0); vanishes at large distance from the origin, are shown by  hatch-
                         L3  L4  Li  LL4  LI 
    V/i                                        -24.,A 
                                                       Re x, <0  —zr/ir:-—Z ReX,„>0 
                                  2 
          / .-- —0 
        /I:  i  L  L,                                            II 
./  -  214 
        Fig. 7.  w-plane-MP' --'-' 
                                                                  Rex,r,>0
                          
1 L  Re  xs  >0 
ing in Fig. 7. Let us take the original path L of 
integration in (48) on the sheet II, on which 
 Re(hp)>0 and  Re(A.,)>0 and along L hold the  ID 
/ 
relations  im(?)<O,  /m(hp)<0 and  im(Xs)<0. 7
. t                                                             Wh
en sin 0 >1/3n, for instance, the original2.,...-11.0. ...II                           •-.wmoir   
path L can be substituted by  L',  (L,,  L4), and                                          I ReXE,>0 Re ?,„ <  0  (1,1,  1.,) as are shown in Fig. 7. L' passes 
through the saddle point  w=  —0, and (La,  L,) and 
 (L1,  L2) go round the branch points C and B res-  IV L 13 
 pectively, each one of them being drawn along  z 
the path of the stee-2           pest descentrepresentedby--/ 
cos  (x+  0) cosh v=-1, cos  (x+  0) cosh y---,cos (0  —8 )  , Re Xv  <0 
and cos (x+0) cosh  y=cos (0 —0pRe X ,  <  0) respectively, t 
where sin  0  p=n and sin  0=  i/3 n. In Fig. 8  Fig. 8.  ze-plane. 
are given the schema illustrating on which one 
of the four sheets the paths lie. 
   The results of the evaluation of the branch line integrals of (48) obtained in (H. N.) 
are summarized as following. 
  i)  sin  0<n.  8,1  t —  sin  8   i1k, A i(r,os 0)R11exp  (  —ik,  R,) (H.N. 20)                            ^!._,i. ) COS() 
  ii)  I/3  n>  sin  0>  n.  6•1  —sin  ° 1
}                                             i 
                                                           exp  (  —ikiRi)  , 
 8z,,  cos  0,. 
                                                          (H.N. 23) 
                   } 8 n                                          f(0),—1—ik,R, (n  sin  0   m (112)1 / 4R 12exp [                 a,pJ-vi  _n2 
 + 1/1—n2 cos 0)] ,  (H.N. 27)
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                 A (Ü)  (sin  /  2(-I/  sin  0  —n  cos  0)3/2  '
iii)  sin0  >A/3  n  6,,,   -sin 0 }  1 
 , 
 ik,  exp  (i  2  f0 Rexp  ( -ik RI),(H.N. 30) 
' 
 82,1  COS  0 
 8z,p,  (H.N. 27) 
 8.,s  —V13  n  16  mn(1_3  ,2)3/4 1                                                    12(0)-- 
                          V"1__3,1-2  I  i/3 [m2  (1-3  n2)+2  n21 Ri-
                    x  exp  [-iki  R,{1/3  n  sin  0-1-1/1  -3 n2  cos  0}±i0(3], (H.N.35)
             1 2  A/2  mn-V1  _3  n2 
 .f2(0)-,tan g-  (si 0)1/2  (1/  1  —  3  n2  sin 0 -173 n cos 0)3/23 m2(1-3  n2)-  2  n2 
 iwt ]  -ik,R,  (n  sin  0+  1/1  -n2  cos  0) =iw[1 -(-2 /+r - 2sin  V2,p) 
             (1/3 n sin 0+1-3 n2 Lose) - 14t -(2lr -2 1,  sin Os)1- 
 7)2,s 
          sin  Op  n  ,  21p cos  Op  =  z1  ,  sin  0, =  1/3  n  , 2/, cos 0,  - z1. 
                      z 1  When  we  put(1+122in place ofRI- -A/r2+z,2  =r 1+-1z12-8 4 
      .:.,r2 Y2 r' 
 ) assuming  2,/r<1, and sin 0=1, cos  0=0,  193=  7.9, exp (i2  fl3)  =-1, then 
(H.N. 27), (H.N. 35) and (H.N. 30), become qual to (19), (25) and (29) respectively. (46) is 
the same as (H.N. 30), as it may be expected from the first for the method of the stationary 
phase is used in obtaining (46). In this way, we can see that the methods (a) and (h) give 
generally the values which are approximately equal to those obtained by the  method (c), 
as far as the horizontal distance between the source and the observing point is  very large 
compared with  z1, or  z,/r<1. The method (c) gives  the results which are applicable for all 
the points whose horizontal distances from the source are not restricted to be very large, 
and gives also the important critical values of 0 above which the refracted waves are 
produced. 
   When the motions are aperiodic and vary as lip (I) =_BI(t2+-2,,                                                       C) (B>0,c>0), we have
to perform the operation 
                   -1- TIRe0dff'(o-) exp {i(0-- 1)1  d  —on 
to the expressions obtained for the periodic case, and the results of calculation for the 
respective pulses can be written down easily by use of (H. N. 42, 43, 44). 
4 The Reflected and the Refracted Waves 
   When we put  R; cos  0;=zi,Ri sin  R3=  ijr2±z_i2 , the results of the calculation 
of (8) or (13) are obtained at once by making use of the results given in the preceding article. 
When sin 01<n, only the waves reflected at the surface of the sea and the sea bottom are 
observed. The paths of these waves are shown in Fig. 9.  When sin  0,>n, the refracted 
waves propagating in the lower medium with the velocity along the bottom surface,
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the horizontal and vertical components of the  dirt  ct pulse (a), the pulse reflected at the 
surface of the liquid layer (b), and at the bottom surface (c), and the refracted pulses 
propagating in the lower medium with the velocity of the longitudinal (d) and distortional 
(e) waves respectively (Fig. 11), at the observing point  (r=4.0 km,  z=0.8 km) in the 
same level with the source, are shown in Fig. 12. The amplitudes of these pulses vary 
conspicuously with  c,  f  ,(0),  f  2(0), and  R1.  f,(0) and  MO) should not be used when 0 
approaches the critical angle  0p  or  05. It is to be noticed of course that Fig. (12) gives 
only an example showing an aspect of some of the pulses to be observed in the case 
assumed here. 
5 Summary 
   The propagation of sound emitted from a point source in the ocean of uniform depth 
overlying a semi-infinite elastic solid, is investigated theoretically. The branch line 
integrals contained in the integral forumulae are evaluated by various methods. And the 
expressions for the waves reflected at the surface and the bottom of the sea and the 
refracted waves propagating in the lower medium with the velocity of the dilatational and 
distortional waves along the bottom surface, are obtained. The paths of some of these 
waves are illustrated. The diagrams showing the displacements of some pulses such as 
direct, reflected and refracted ones are given for an aperiodic  case, as an example of the 
application of our calculation. 
    In conclusion,we express our sincere thanks to Prof. Y. NOMURA for his kind 
criticism given to us. 
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